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Schlüssel Zusammenfassung Beschreibung

COOL-
15145

You can search for objects with empty 
table column values

As a user, I want to be able to find those objects that do not have a value in one of the rows for a specific 
table column, so that I can manually put in the necessary value.

Acceptance criteria:

It is possible to set the 'Without value' / 'Ohne Wert' for a table field in the search dialog
This search finds objects where one of the rows exists with a field without a value.
This search can be saved and reused.
Later: the table shows a set field for 'Without value'

COOL-
15242

The REST-WS DmsService.getItem 
endpoint is able to optionally output 
null fields as well

As an administrator, I want the rest-ws endpoint DmsService.getItem to optionally output all existing fields 
of an object, even if the value is null. This applies to the data part, as well as all other parts - 
baseparameters, contents, versions, etc.. 
This is necessary if you have to have a static position of the fields in an array or object or if you don't know 
what fields exist besides the ones with values.

Acceptance criteria:

The null values are written optionally in the case of the DmsService.getItem endpoint.

COOL-
15538

The standard process action forward 
is localized on client-side

As an administrator, I want to be able to localize the standard forward action for the client.

Acceptance criteria:

If the backend does not offer a specific action for a task the client offers a forward button with "Confirm" / 
"Bestätigen" that can be changed/localized in the language files of the client.

 ERA-8126 Catalog value is not changed when 
changing its localization

As a modeler, I would like to have consistent interface when creating and editing entries in a catalogue or 
in an object type. Also I would like to have predictable behavior and consistent UI of designer, in order to 
be able to use it more easily.

Acceptance criteria:

The tree-view of catalogue is based on values, not on neutral-localizations
Localization can occur, same as before, either in properties view, or in dedicated localization view
When creating a new catalog entry, user is offered two fields

Value
Neutral localization
While in creation state, the value is copied into the neutral localization as long as both entries are 
identical.
Once they diverge (by changing the neutral localization), they are no longer kept in sync and can be 
edited independently. 
If they become identical again, they will be kept in sync again.

In the property grid, the value is shown before localization, thus indicating that value is the defining 
property of a catalogue entry
After creation of an entry has been finished, there is a strict separation between technical values and 
localization - there is no copying of value into neutral localization

 ERA-8163 Process result can be read As an application developer, I would like to be able to obtain results of a process (the set of configured 
output parameters), in order to be able use results of a sub-process in the main process.

Acceptance criteria:

The REST interface for getting processes (getProcesses and getProcess) includes an optional response 
item, result
The requests contain a flag that defines whether to include the process results (where they exist) in 
response. The flag is set to false by default.
If output parameters are configured for the process, the result is the map that contains the output 
parameters
If a process does not have output parameters or it is not completed, the result is omitted in REST 
interface response

 ERA-8167 GET /bpm/processes delivers 
parrentProcessId parameter

As client developer, I would like to have necessary information to visualize processes in client that were 
started as subprocesses, in order that user understands the relation between process instances.

Acceptance criteria:

GET <hostname>/bpm/processes delivers also the parameter parrentProcessId (same as <hostname>
/rest-ws/service/bpm/processes does) where available
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 ERA-8221 Only the configured actions are 
delivered for a task

As an administrator, I want to be able to localize the standard forward action for the client.

Acceptance criteria:

The backend delivers only custom actions that have been configured 
If no (custom) action is delivered to the client, the client offers a default forward button with "Confirm" / 
"Bestätigen"
This button can be localized in the language files of the client ( )COOL-15538

7 Vorgänge
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